Borna disease virus (BDV) can persistently infect the central nervous system of a broad range of mammalian species. Mice are resistant to infections with primary BDV isolates, but certain laboratory strains can be adapted to replicate in mice. We determined the molecular basis of adaptation by studying mutations acquired by a cDNA-derived BDV strain during one brain passage in rats and three passages in mice. The adapted virus propagated efficiently in mouse brains and induced neurological disease. Its genome contained seven point mutations, three of which caused amino acid changes in the L polymerase (L1116R and N1398D) and in the polymerase cofactor P (R66K). Recombinant BDV carrying these mutations either alone or in combination all showed enhanced multiplication speed in Vero cells, indicating improved intrinsic viral polymerase activity rather than adaptation to a mouse-specific factor. Mutations R66K and L1116R, but not N1398D, conferred replication competence of recombinant BDV in mice if introduced individually. Virus propagation in mouse brains was substantially enhanced if both L mutations were present simultaneously, but infection remained mostly nonsymptomatic. Only if all three amino acid substitutions were combined did BDV replicate vigorously and induce early disease in mice. Interestingly, the virulence-enhancing effect of the R66K mutation in P could be attributed to reduced negative regulation of polymerase activity by the viral X protein. Our data demonstrate that BDV replication competence in mice is mediated by the polymerase complex rather than the viral envelope and suggest that altered regulation of viral gene expression can favor adaptation to new host species.
Viruses acquiring the ability to multiply in a new host species are of great concern for public health. Viruses of animal origin that have successfully entered the human species are the causative agents of important infectious diseases, such as AIDS, severe acute respiratory syndrome, and pandemic influenza (5, 13, 30) . The molecular basis of virus adaptation to new host species is poorly understood. It is clear that adaptation can result from mutations in viral envelope components which may alter the receptor specificity or uptake efficacy of the virus. For example, massive structural alterations of the envelope seem to have occurred during adaptation of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus from bats to humans (18) . Recently, it became clear that alternative mechanisms can also lead to successful virus adaptation to new host species. In the case of the avian influenza A virus strain SC35, two amino acid changes in the PB2 polymerase subunit which enhance the activity of the viral polymerase complex can confer viral replication competence in mice (4) . Similarly, a glutamic acid-tolysine change at position 627 of the PB2 protein rendered an avian H5N1 influenza A virus isolate highly pathogenic for mice (8, 25) . In the case of Ebola virus, adaptation to mice was associated with mutations in VP24 and in the nucleoprotein, both of which antagonize the innate antiviral immune response (3) . These examples illustrate that several factors can determine the species specificity of a virus.
Borna disease virus (BDV) is a neurotropic, enveloped virus with a nonsegmented negative-strand RNA genome (2) . The BDV genome of approximately 8,900 nucleotides is transcribed and replicated in the nucleus (1) . Alternative splicing of polycistronic mRNA is employed to regulate viral protein levels. Based on these unique properties, BDV has been classified into a separate virus family (Bornaviridae) in the order Mononegavirales. In naturally and experimentally infected animals, BDV establishes a noncytolytic, persistent infection of the central nervous system (CNS) that frequently results in a severe immune-mediated neurological disorder (28) . Successful experimental infection of a broad range of warm-blooded animals has been reported (26) . Despite obvious promiscuity, most tissue culture-adapted laboratory strains of BDV do not readily infect mice but can be adapted to mice by serial passage in the CNS (7, 9, 12) . In a previous study, four amino acid changes were identified in the mouse-adapted virus, two of which affected the viral glycoprotein G and two the viral polymerase L (12) . However, the relative contributions of these four mutations remained undetermined due to the lack of suitable experimental systems.
We used molecularly cloned BDV strain He/80 FR (10, 23) for adaptation experiments with mice. Adaptation resulted in three amino acid changes affecting the polymerase L and the polymerase cofactor P but not the viral envelope protein G. Recombinant BDV carrying these three mutations either alone or in combination all showed enhanced viral multiplication speed in Vero cells. The P mutation and one of the L mutations conferred replication competence in mice. When all three mutations were combined, a drastic increase of virulence was observed. Our data demonstrate that BDV adaptation to mice can be mediated entirely by the viral polymerase complex and suggest that minute changes in the BDV genome can generate highly virulent strains which induce disease in a new host species.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plasmid constructions. The R66K mutations in the P genes of pCA-P and pBRPol II-HrBDVc (10, 22) were generated by changing the codon AGG to AAG. The L1116R and N1398D mutations in pCA-L (22) and pBRPol IIHrBDVc were inserted by changing the codon CTT to AGA and AAT to GAT, respectively. Site-directed mutagenesis PCR was performed with proofreading Turbo Pfu DNA polymerase (Stratagene) and standard reaction conditions in a model 9600 GeneAmp PCR cycler (Applied Biosystems). The integrity of all PCR-derived DNA fragments was verified by sequencing. All restriction digestions of plasmids and PCR fragments were performed using commercially available enzymes (New England Biolabs and Fermentas). Ligation reactions were done using 2.5 Weiss units of bacteriophage T4 DNA ligase (Fermentas) in a total volume of 5 l. Ligation reaction mixtures were incubated at 16°C for at least 2 h and then used to transform 50 l of competent Top10 bacteria (Invitrogen). Primer sequences and details of the cloning strategies are available on request.
Virus rescue. Recombinant virus was recovered from cDNA exactly as previously described (10) .
Virus stocks. Stocks of recombinant BDV strains were prepared as previously described (1) and dialyzed for 2 days against phosphate-buffered saline, followed by titration on Vero cells. To prepare virus stocks from infected rats and mice, brain material was disrupted mechanically by multiple passages through an injection needle and ultrasonic treatment. Cell debris was removed by centrifugation.
Animals and virus infections. Mouse breeding colonies were maintained in our local animal facility. C57BL/6 mice lacking a functional type I interferon (IFN-I) system (IFNAR1 0/0 ) (11) were originally provided by U. Kalinke, Langen, Germany. MRL/MpJ mice were originally purchased from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). Mice were infected within 96 h of birth with 10 l of infected brain homogenate or 1,000 focus-forming units (FFU) of recombinant BDV by intracerebral injection using a Hamilton syringe. Four-week-old Lewis rats (Charles River) were anesthetized and infected by intracerebral injection of 2,000 FFU of BDV. Animals were examined daily for neurological symptoms. All animal experiments were approved by the local authorities.
Fluorescence microscopy. Cells were seeded onto coverslips, fixed for 10 min in 3% paraformaldehyde, and permeabilized by incubation for 5 min in phosphate-buffered saline containing 0.5% Triton X-100. Virus antigen was detected as described previously (10) .
Western blot analysis. Protein extracts were prepared from homogenized brains of infected animals as described previously (17) . Protein content was determined by Bradford analysis (Bio-Rad). Samples were separated by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis on a 10% gel and blotted onto a polyvinylidene difluoride membrane (Millipore). BDV-N was detected as described previously (19) . To demonstrate the correct loading of the gel, the blot was incubated with a mouse monoclonal antibody (Sigma-Aldrich) against ␤-tubulin and developed with a peroxidase-coupled secondary antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch).
Mammalian two-hybrid and minireplicon assays. Mammalian two-hybrid and minireplicon assays were performed essentially as described previously (21, 22) .
However, for minireplicon assays we used human 293T cells transfected with 250 ng of a pCA plasmid encoding T7 RNA polymerase (10) .
RNA preparation and Northern blot analysis. RNA was prepared from 94-mm dishes of infected Vero cell cultures or from infected brain material with the peqGOLD TriFast reagent (PeqLab Biotechnologie, Erlangen, Germany) as recommended by the manufacturer. Northern blot analysis using 5-g samples of total RNA was performed as described previously (22) . The DNA probes for the detection of RNAs derived from the N and X/P genes were amplified by PCR using primer pairs 976(ϩ)/1749(Ϫ). The numbering refers to the position and orientation of the primers on the BDV antigenome. PCR products were radioactively labeled by using a Prime-It II random primer labeling kit (Stratagene).
Reverse transcription-PCR and sequencing. Two micrograms of total RNA was reverse transcribed using hexamer primers and an H-minus first-strand cDNA synthesis kit (Fermentas) according to the manufacturer's protocol. The complete BDV genome was amplified using PCR primer pairs 1( 
RESULTS
BDV acquires distinct mutations during serial passage in rats and mice. Newborn MRL mice were inoculated with approximately 10 4 FFU of cDNA-derived BDV strain He/80 FR isolated from Vero cells. Analysis of brain sections performed 8 weeks later revealed only a few infected cells in some of these animals ( Fig. 1, top) , but passage of extracts from such brains into new MRL mice did not yield replication-competent BDV. In a second approach, the virus was first injected into the brain of a 4-week-old Lewis rat. When the rat developed neurological disease about 3 weeks later, brain extract was prepared and inoculated into newborn MRL mice. At 6 weeks postinfection, we observed a substantial number of infected neurons in the hippocampi of such mice (Fig. 1 , lower middle). When extract from one of these mouse brains was inoculated into new MRL mice, one of three animals developed neurological symptoms at 42 days postinfection (Table 1) . Histological analyses revealed a widespread presence of BDV-infected cells in most brain regions of the diseased animal (data not shown). Virus was also abundantly present in the remaining two animals, which stayed healthy until analysis at 7 weeks postinfection (data not shown). In virus passage 4, widespread infection of the mouse CNS, including the cerebellum, was observed ( Fig.  1 , lower right), and neurological disease occurred in all animals around day 48 postinfection ( Table 1) . Efficacy of disease induction was slightly decreased in virus passage 5.
Sequencing of overlapping cDNA fragments amplified from viral genomes of passage 4 revealed that four silent and three nonsilent mutations which introduced amino acid changes in P and L had occurred (Fig. 2 ). Bulk sequencing of PCR products indicated that the mutation responsible for the L1116R change in L was present at a frequency of virtually 100%, whereas the mutations responsible for the R66K and N1398D changes occurred less frequently (Table 1 , experiment 1). From the signal intensities in the electropherogram, we estimated that the R66K mutation was present in about 80% and the N1398D mutation in about 90% of the viruses at passage 4 ( Table 1) . The silent mutations were present at a frequency of close to 100% (data not shown). Sequencing of the complete genome of virus from passage 1 showed that the mutation leading to the L1116R change was already present in the rat brain at a frequency of approximately 60%, while the other six mutations found after passage 4 were not present at detectable frequencies in the rat brain (Table 1 and data not shown).
To gain information about the importance of the observed mutations, we performed a second independent adaptation experiment with the same stock of recombinant BDV (Table 1 , experiment 2). Sequencing of relevant cDNA fragments of viruses from various passages in mice showed that the L1116R change appeared again and remained stable. The A7879G mutation causing the N1398D change in L also occurred in the second adaptation experiment. However, this mutation remained incomplete and eventually disappeared. The G1469A mutation causing the R66K change in P that was found at a high frequency in passage 4 of adaptation experiment 1 did not appear in experiment 2 (Table 1) . Similarly, the two mutations in the first intergenic region (positions 1222 and 1229) were not observed in the second adaptation experiment, demonstrating that these changes are not essential for adaptation of BDV to the mouse. In experiment 2, we observed an insertion of two A nucleotides in the first intergenic region at position 1208. This insertion was present in about 30% and 5% of viruses from passages 3 and 4, respectively (data not shown). Taken together, the two independent adaptation experiments suggested a key role for the L protein and in particular for residue 1116 in successful multiplication of recombinant BDV in mice.
Amino acid changes acquired during adaptation of BDV to mice promote virus multiplication speed in cultured cells. To analyze the individual contributions of the mutations at amino acid position 66 in P and positions 1116 and 1398 in L, we generated full-length cDNAs carrying these mutations alone or in combination and recovered the corresponding viruses. Viruses carrying the R66K, L1116R, or N1398D exchange were designated BDV-PK, BDV-LR, or BDV-LD, respectively, and the viruses carrying combinations of the L mutations or all three mutations were designated BDV-LRD or BDV-PK/ LRD, respectively.
Growth analysis using Vero cells indicated that the mutations in either L or P had a substantial stimulating effect on virus multiplication, with BDV-PK/LRD being the fastest-replicating virus, followed by BDV-LRD and BDV-PK (Fig. 3A) . Similarly, BDV-LR and BDV-LD showed enhanced multiplication in Vero cells compared to the original virus (data not shown).
A slightly different picture emerged when the growth kinet- ics studies with the various viruses were performed with embryo fibroblasts (MEF) of mice with defective IFN-I receptors (IFNAR1 0/0 ). This IFN-deficient cell culture system was previously reported to support the growth of mouse-adapted strains of BDV, whereas wild-type MEF do not (27) . As expected, the original recombinant BDV isolated from Vero cells was unable to establish a productive infection in MEF of IFNAR1 0/0 mice. Similarly, the mutants BDV-PK, BDV-LR, and BDV-LD failed to grow in these cells (Fig. 3B and data  not shown) . In contrast, BDV-PK/LRD and to a lesser extent BDV-LRD were able to infect MEF of IFNAR1 0/0 mice (Fig. 3B) .
Single amino acid changes in L and P independently mediate replication competence of BDV in mice. To assess the importance of the polymerase mutations at amino acid positions 1116 and 1398 for BDV adaptation to the mouse, we determined the abilities of BDV-LR, BDV-LD, and BDV-LRD to grow in mouse brains. Groups of three newborn MRL mice were infected with 1,000 FFU of each virus. None of the animals developed neurological disease by 8 weeks postinfection. Immunohistochemical analysis of brain sections showed that BDV-LR had successfully infected all three mouse brains (Fig. 4, left) , whereas BDV-LD did not (Fig. 4, middle) . BDV-LRD had also established a successful infection in all three animals (Fig. 4, right) and spread even more efficiently in the CNS than BDV-LR. Thus, the L1116R mutation was required for growth in mouse brains and the N1398D mutation seemed to increase viral fitness.
Next, we analyzed the contribution of the R66K exchange in P to BDV propagation in the CNS of mice. Since P has been reported to interfere with the induction of the IFN response (29), we performed growth analysis with C57BL/6-IFNAR1 0/0 mice to exclude a possible contribution of the IFN system to the outcome of the experiment. We infected groups of newborn C57BL/6-IFNAR1 0/0 mice with 1,000 FFU of BDV-PK, BDV-LRD, and BDV-PK/LRD. Due to the C57BL/6 background, these animals were not expected to develop neurological disease in response to BDV infection (7). Three animals of each group were sacrificed at 15, 20, and 25 days postinfection. Protein extracts were prepared from one brain hemisphere and analyzed by Western blotting for the presence of viral N protein. The other hemisphere was paraffin embedded, and sections were analyzed for virus infection by immunostaining for the N protein of BDV. Distinct foci of BDV-positive cells were present in the brains of mice infected with BDV-PK and BDV-LRD at 25 days postinfection, whereas substantially lower numbers of virus-positive cells were observed at 15 and 20 days postinfection (Fig. 5A, left and middle) . By contrast, in brains of mice infected with BDV-PK/LRD large numbers of BDVpositive cells were found as early as 15 days postinfection (Fig.  5A, right) . Careful analysis of the brain sections at higherpower resolution yielded no evidence for altered cell tropisms of BDV-PK/LRD (data not shown). Western blot analysis confirmed the picture of the histological analysis and showed that at all times postinfection the virus loads in brains of mice infected with BDV-PK/LRD were much higher than those in brains infected with BDV-PK or BDV-LRD (Fig. 5B) . Thus, although mutations in L and P both contributed to replication competence of BDV in mice, the growth-stimulating effect was most dramatic when these mutations were combined.
BDV multiplication speed determines viral pathogenicity in mice. To compare the pathogenic potentials of BDV-PK, BDV-LRD, and BDV-PK/LRD, we infected groups of newborn MRL mice, which are susceptible to BDV-induced neurological disorder (7) . None of the 12 animals infected with either BDV-PK or BDV-LRD showed signs of neurological disorder during the entire 8-week observation period, whereas all 14 animals infected with BDV-PK/LRD developed severe neurological symptoms and had to be killed between 21 and 35 days postinfection (Fig. 5C ). The good correlation between the propagation efficacies of these viruses and disease induction in mice suggested that the speed of BDV multiplication in the CNS determines viral pathogenicity. The R66K mutation affects the interaction of P with X, resulting in reduced sensitivity of the viral polymerase complex to X-mediated inhibition. The enhanced virulence of viruses with adaptive mutations in L and P could be due to altered interactions of these proteins with other components of the BDV polymerase complex. Since L is known to interact with P (15), we used the mammalian two-hybrid system to determine whether the interactions of L and LRD with P and PK were altered. This was clearly not the case (Fig. 6A) . We then asked whether the P-N and P-X interactions (24) might be influenced by the R66K mutation. Whereas the interaction of PK with N remained strong, we found that PK interacted only very poorly with X (Fig. 6A) . This is of great interest as the X protein was shown to inhibit the viral polymerase activity at least in vitro (15) . Although these data could not explain the enhanced virulence of BDV-LRD, they suggested a plausible explanation for the aggressive growth behavior of mutants carrying the R66K mutation in P, namely, reduced negative regulation by X.
The activity of the BDV polymerase can be measured by reconstituting the complex in transfected cells, which is achieved by simultaneous expression of artificial genomic RNA encoding a reporter gene and the viral proteins N, P, and L (14, 22) . In this assay, complexes containing mutant LRD showed activities similar to those of complexes containing wildtype L (Fig. 6B) . Further, polymerase complexes containing wild-type or mutant P showed comparable activities (Fig. 6B) . Similar results were obtained when BSR-T7 cells originating from a hamster were used instead of human 293T cells (data not shown).
BDV polymerase activity is inhibited by binding of X to P on October 23, 2017 by guest http://jvi.asm.org/ (15) . Strong inhibition of complexes containing wild-type P was observed when 16 ng of plasmid encoding X was cotransfected in our standard assay (Fig. 6B) . Since PK interacted poorly with X (Fig. 6A) , we determined whether polymerase complexes containing this P mutant might resist inhibition by X. When 32 ng of plasmid encoding X was used, the activities of BDV polymerase complexes containing PK remained almost unaffected (Fig. 6B) . These results thus strongly indicated that viruses with the R66K mutation in P are no longer responding properly to negative regulation by X, which could explain the enhanced virulence. Enhanced transcriptional activity of BDV-LRD. Since minireplicon assays with reconstituted viral polymerase complexes could not explain the enhanced virulence of the BDV variant carrying the LRD mutation, we turned to a less artificial assay system and performed a careful comparison of viral RNA synthesis in acutely infected Vero cells. We argued that the full transcriptional potential of the viral polymerase complex should become visible at very early times after infection of susceptible host cells. To mimic a state of acute infection, we mixed persistently infected cells with uninfected cells at various ratios and cocultured the cell mixtures for 7 days. At this stage, we determined the percentages of virus-infected cells in the cultures by immunofluorescence and measured the content of viral RNA by Northern blotting. As expected, BDV-LRD spread more efficiently to uninfected Vero cells than wild-type BDV (Fig. 7) . We noted that viral transcript levels in cultures that contained about 20% acutely infected cells were substantially different. Viral mRNA was about fourfold more abundant in cultures infected to ϳ20% with BDV-LRD than in cultures infected to roughly the same degree with wild-type BDV, which is shown by quantification of the 0.8-kb mRNA (Fig. 7, compare lanes 2 and 8) . Approximately twofold-enhanced levels of viral transcripts were seen in cultures which contained 70 to 80% infected cells (Fig. 7, compare lanes 3 and  9) . This difference was less pronounced in persistently infected cultures. These data indicate that at least during the acute phase of infection, polymerase complexes containing LRD exhibit higher activities than complexes containing wild-type L.
DISCUSSION
Using a reverse genetics approach, we identified viral determinants that limit BDV replication in mice. We demonstrated that the ability of recombinant BDV strain He/80 FR to grow in mice was solely dependent on mutations in the viral polymerase complex and that only three amino acid changes in L and P converted a replication-incompetent virus into an effective killer of a new host species. The virulence gain can be attributed at least in part to the fact that the R66K mutation in P rendered the viral polymerase complex less sensitive to negative regulation by the viral X protein.
Virus adaptation to mice was not successful when we used molecularly cloned virus from Vero cells as the starting material but was readily achieved when the virus was amplified once in rats. A similar result was previously reported from studies with nonrecombinant BDV (9) . These observations suggested that by growing BDV in the rat brain, virus mutants with increased fitness for replication in mouse brains which do not seem to accumulate in Vero cells are selected. The molecular basis for this phenomenon is unclear. As cells persistently infected with BDV are resistant to superinfection (6), BDV variants generated in persistently infected Vero cell cultures may not be able to compete with parental virus even if they carry advantageous mutations. Variants generated in the infected rat brain might spread more efficiently than wild-type virus because of the very large number of susceptible cells in this organ.
In our adaptation experiments, growth promotion of BDV in mouse brains was always accompanied by the L1116R mutation in the viral L gene. In a previous study, mouse adaptation of nonrecombinant BDV strain He/80 was associated with the mutation of two different residues in the L gene along with two mutations in the G gene (12) , strongly indicating that BDV can find different ways to adapt to mice. Since the L1116R mutation appeared early in both of our two independent adaptation experiments and since this mutation was already present after the first rat brain passage in at least one experiment, it appears that the molecularly cloned virus used here is strongly biased with regard to acquiring this specific mutation in rodent cells. By contrast, the noncloned virus used in the previous study may represent a complex quasi species with substantially greater genetic flexibility.
Recombinant viruses carrying distinct amino acid changes alone or in combination unambiguously showed that the L1116R mutation in L plays a key role in the mouse adaptation process. Interestingly, the R66K mutation by itself was also able to mediate replication competence of BDV in mice, although this mutation was not detected alone at any stage of the adaptation process. This finding reinforces our conclusion that several different mutations in the viral polymerase complex may confer replication competence in mice. We assume that the biased evolutionary drift of molecularly cloned BDV toward quick acquisition of the L1116R mutation in the L polymerase subunit might suppress alternative adaptation routes.
One of the most interesting observations of this study was that by specifically screening for virus growth in mouse brains, we selected virus mutants with greatly improved virulence. We found that recombinant viruses carrying both polymerase mutations either alone (LRD) or in combination with the R66K mutation in P (PK/LRD) exhibited substantially enhanced growth kinetics in Vero cells as well as in MEF of C57BL/6-IFNAR1 0/0 mice ( Fig. 3A and B) . These results indicate that the adaptive mutations do not improve the specific interaction of the viral polymerase complex with unidentified mouse-specific factors. In agreement with this view, we recently showed that the LRD form of the polymerase can restore efficient replication in Vero cells and rats in severely attenuated BDV mutants (16, 20) . Our data indicate that the mouse-adapted viruses acquired mutations which enhance polymerase performance in host cells of various species. We assume that although mouse cells provide all factors necessary for virus replication, for unknown reasons they still represent intrinsically poor host cells for BDV. We suggest that in such poor host cells standard virus may not perform well, whereas virus with improved polymerase does.
How might the adaptive mutations enhance the activity of the viral polymerase complex? Important clues came from studies aimed at measuring the strength of the interactions between the various viral polymerase subunits. We found that the R66K form of P interacted only very poorly with the viral negative regulator X (Fig. 6A) . Using artificial viral genomes, we could further show that polymerase complexes containing the R66K form of P were much less sensitive to negative regulation by X (Fig. 6B) . These data indicated that the enhanced performance levels of the polymerase complexes of mouse-adapted viruses carrying the R66K mutation do not result from an intrinsically enhanced activity of the complex but rather from a lack of negative regulation by X. Interestingly, two silent mutations were located in close proximity to the X initiation codon in the original mouse-adapted virus (Fig. 2) . These mutations might affect X-protein expression and thereby influence virulence. They may explain why BDV-PK/LRD was more virulent in mice than the virus which appeared in the course of our adaptation experiment. In any case, our results reinforce previous conclusions from experiments with viral minireplicon systems that X negatively regulates viral polymerase activity (14, 22) and further suggest that X serves as a repressor of virulence. It is unclear at present why it is advantageous for BDV to have a negative regulator that restricts its host range. We speculate that negative regulation may favor long-term virus persistence in immune-competent hosts.
Although our biochemical analyses provided an elegant explanation for the enhanced virulence of viruses carrying the R66K mutation in P, they did not explain the virulence of viruses carrying the L1116R mutation in L. Wild-type and mutant L interacted similarly well with other polymerase subunits in mammalian two-hybrid assays (Fig. 6A) . In viral minireplicon assays, mutant L further showed approximately the same activity as wild-type L (Fig. 6B) . These results indicated that either these assays are not suitable for detecting minor variations in polymerase activity or the performance-enhancing effect of the L mutations is not due to increased polymerase activity. It is tempting to speculate that the virulence-enhancing effect of the mutations in L is similar in nature to that of the R66K mutation in P. Viral polymerase complexes containing mutant L might be less susceptible to negative regulation by undefined factors of viral or cellular origin than complexes containing wild-type L. Supporting evidence for this view comes from experiments in which we mixed infected and uninfected cells (Fig. 7) . These experiments indicated that polymerase complexes containing mutant L are hyperactive during the acute phase but not the persistent phase of infection.
Altogether, our data demonstrate that replication competence of recombinant BDV strain He/80 FR in a new species is mediated by changes in components of the polymerase complex rather than the viral envelope, and they suggest a role for virus-encoded negative regulator X in this process.
